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FAST BREAK SYSTEM FUTSAL
THE FAST-PACED FLOORING.

Fast Break System Futsal is an area elastic wood flooring system. The patented detachable plates can be
combined modularly with an elastic mat sublayer.

The system finish is lacquered and painted in a solid color. Designed in collaboration with UEFA, Fast Break
System Futsal has become the official surface for high-level futsal competitions since 2019.

The speed of the game and players’ ball control are what make high-level matches spectacular. So Fast Break
System Futsal plates have a load-bearing layer of birch phenolic marine plywood with a lacquered and painted finish,
which guarantees optimal grip, speed, ball control and shot precision.

 

Quick to assemble, easy to customize.

To guarantee a perfect joint between the panels, the interlocking system incorporates special closeable handles and
metal strips, which ensure perfect floor traction, a perfectly flat surface, and perfect elastic response.

http://www.mondoworldwide.com
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The interlocking system with closeable handles does not require special tools for assembly, and it allows the overall
size of the floor to be reduced, which makes handling and logistics easier. The result is a sport floor simple and quick
to assemble:  !watch the video here

The plates can be supplied in metal cages, which can be disassembled for transportation and storage.

The panels located along the perimeter come with interconnections that are externally reinforced and shaped with a
sloping edge. As a result, the Fast Break System does not require additional external perimeters.

The perimeter panels’ slope and colors can be customized, and logos can be added as well.

 

 

Designed for futsal.

Designed in collaboration with UEFA in 2018, the Fast Break System Futsal is ideal for high-level competitions.

The panel sizes make it possible to implement regulation two-tone fields for high-level competitions, creating color
combinations from a wide range of colors.

http://www.mondoworldwide.com
https://youtu.be/cADEetofaRc
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DIMENSIONS

Thickness Weight Tile Size
40 mm kg/m² cm
 

CERTIFICATIONS
UEFA recognition to MONDO and its wide experience in futsal floorings for highest level competition

FIFA QUALITY Futsal Court Certificate n 1007447 Kaunas Arena

FIFA QUALITY Futsal Court Certificate n 1007453 Klaipeda Arena

FIFA QUALITY Futsal Court Certificate n 1007463 Vilnius Arena

http://www.mondoworldwide.com

